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WHEN YOU CAN 
FEEL IT, WHEN YOUR 
CUSTOMERS CAN 
FEEL IT. THAT’S




CHANGE THAT MATTERS





SPEAK TO A SPECIALISt



















CHANGE STARTS HERE




We’re not just here for the cloud technology, the services and solutions, or even the digital transformation – Node4 is here to help UK businesses move to secure managed services and cloud-based platforms that will truly make a difference to your customers and people…




TALK TO OUR EXPERTS ABOUT HOW WE CAN HELP YOUR ORGANISATION DELIVER THE REAL CHANGES YOU’RE LOOKING FOR WITH OUR MANAGED SERVICES
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We’re about the changes that people can feel




Whether that’s in the products they buy, the services they consume or the places they work. This is where technology can really transform an organisation, and this is where Node4 solutions can really make a difference. Our expertise lies in digital transformation that supports your business to achieve its aims. Looking to speak to an expert about our services? Contact us today and learn why you should choose Node4.
















Customer Stories



Nuffield Health






GETTING NUFFIELD HEALTH FIGHTING FIT WITH AZURE MIGRATION AND CLOUD-FIRST STRATEGY




Node4 spent time bettering Nuffield Health’s business resilience, cataloguing the charity’s digital assets and applications to understand how (or the extent to which) they were integrated. Then, after devising an Azure migration strategy and rearchitecting Nuffield Health’s digital home,  Node4 carried out several dry runs ahead of the actual website migration to ensure it would go smoothly. 





REad more
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THE TRUSTED PARTNER OF OVER 1000 UK BUSINESSES









SEE CLIENT STORIES
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“To meet our requirements, we needed an IT partner which offered excellent cloud services, well-managed security credentials, physical WAN connectivity, and backup and recovery services to create a truly modern workplace. We found that Node4 was the only provider which could meet all aspects of our brief. Since partnering with them in August 2020, the team has been attentive to our needs and enabled a transformation in our infrastructure.”


DOM RUSSELL, HEAD OF INFRASTRUCTURE AT VICTORIA PLUM 
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“It was important to us that we gain a partner that works as an extension of our core IT team, and that is what we have found in Node4. As we move into a cloud-driven approach, it is reassuring to know that we have a fully scalable digital roadmap that will support our digital transformation initiatives, ensuring that our members are provided with a modernised and always-on experience.”


Chris Mullins, Head of IT at Benenden Health



























THE MID-MARKET IT PRIORITIES REPORT FOR 2024




This year’s Mid-Market IT Priorities Report uncovers fascinating insight into key focus points for IT professionals in the mid-sector.




Download our annual Mid-Market Report today to:




	Shine a light on shifting IT priorities and budgets
	Reveal IT decision-maker sentiment towards cyber threats, AI, data and compliance
	Understand the key motivators behind mid-market digital transformation






DOWNLOAD NOW






















  

  
    



LATEST CUSTOMER STORIES









See all CUSTOMER STORIES
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              Network
              Transport
          

    
    
      East Midlands Railway
    
  

      
      Node4 is delighted to have provided a digital transformation solution, bringing SD-WAN connectivity for 104 East Midlands Railway sites.
    

    
          
        Case Study
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              Finance
          

    
    
      First Response Finance
    
  

      
      First Response Finance Migrates Voice, Data and Call Centre Functions to the Cloud with Node4’s Hosted and Managed Unified Communications Platform.
    

    
          
        Case Study
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      Nuffield Health
    
  

      
      Node4 Gets Nuffield Health Fighting Fit with an Azure Migration and Lean Cloud-First Strategy.
    

    
          
        Case Study
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